
COMBINED SWITCH & DIMMER BOARDS 

SELF RELEASE "SUNSET" TYPE 
(right) 

In this instance a more flexible method of 
collective dimming is employed in that the 
individual handles are arranged to release 
themselves from the shafting at the top and 
bottom of the travel. The Board illustrated 
is arranged with three colour shafts and an 
independent shaft to take all those circuits 
which are not allied to any colour bank such 
as Spots, etc. There are master switches 
for each colour (3-pole if the board is 
balanced over the three phases). Circuit 
switches can be "on and off" or "2-way 
and off" as required. 

SELF RELEASE" SUNSET" TYPE 
with GRAND MASTER CROSS 

CONTROL (left) 
This represents modern practice for 
manually operated Theatre switch
boards. Colour and independent 
master switches are remotely controlled, 
being contactors (installed in the base
ment to obviate noise) operated from 
the switchboard direct by "two way 
and off" switches so that any master 
can be left independent of the Blackout . 
Individual dimmer handles are of self 
release type and each shaft is connected 
to the grand master wheel by means of 
constant mesh bevels (actuated by fi'ne 
splines) which provide reverse action so 
that any shaft can revolve in the same 
or opposite direction to its neighbour. 

Each handle can be fitted with an illuminated scale if required. The illustration shows a four-colour bank 
on the left with the independent circuits on the right. The master wheel is worm operated and thus gives a 
very steady and fine operation. For quick operation of the shafts, each is fitted with a direct operated 
hand wheel. 
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